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Abstract
Modeling the environment is one of the most crucial issues for the development and research of autonomous
robot and tele-perception. Though the "physical robot" operates (navigates and performs various tasks) in the real
world, any type of reasoning, such as situation assessment, planning or reasoning about action, is performed based
on information in its internal worM. Hence, the robot's intentional actions are inherently constrained by the models
it has. These models may serve as interfaces between sensing modules and reasoning modules, or in the case of
telerobots se_'ve as interface between the human operator and the distant roboL
A robot operating in a known reslricted environment may have a priori knowledge of its whole possible work
domain, which will be assimilated in its Worm Model. As the _nformatiou in the World Model is relatively fixed,
an Environment Model must be introduced to cope with the changes in the environment and to allow exploring
entirely new domains.
We introduce here an algorithm that uses dense range data collected at various positions in the environment
to refine and update or generate a 3-D volumetric model of an environment. Our model which is intended for
autonomous robot navigation and tele-percoption, consists of cubic voxeis with the possible attributes: Void, Full,
and Unknown. We present experimental results from simulations of range data in synthetic environments. The
quality of the results show great promise for dealing with noisy input data. The performance measures for the
algorithm are defined, and quantitative results for noisy data and positional uncertainty are presented.
1 Introduction
Modeling the environment is one of the most crucial issues for intelligent autonomous system development
and research. Though a "physical system" operates (navigates and performs various interactive tasks) in the real
worM, any type of reasoning, such as situation assessment, planning or reasoning about action, is performed based
on information in its internal world. Hence the system's self and intentional action (non accidental or non human
supervised) is inherently constrained by the internal models it has or may have of its environment and of the world.
By the 'models a system may have' we mean the extent of the power of the representation scheme as opposed to
a particular instance of a model which might be partial or incorrect.
The model used by such autonomous agents is referred to as WorldModel (WM), and it represents relatively fixed
information about the world in which the system has to work. However, at any given time, only a small portion of
the world model, called environment is used by an autonomous agent in its operation. The Environment Model (EM)
at a given time instant should contain more detailed and explicit task-oriented information. The ultimate modeling
scheme should consist of hierarchical decompositions on various scales such as a resolution scale and an abstraction
scale. The resolution scale allows detailed (high resolution) inspection and reference of parts of the environment
as well as a more general (low resolution) view. The abstraction scale, on which sensory data is on one side
and a symbolic representation on the other, allows communication in both top-down and bottom up modes. Many
researchers [5],[7], [10],[18],[1],[2],[3],[13], [21],[23],[17],[14],[26], have suggested various modeling schemes. In
this work we concentrate on the volumetric level of the EM, on which information about free and occupied space
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is represented explicitly. At this model level, updating operations can take place using raw sensory data ,in case of
range sensors, or processed data from any stereo or other depth recovery technique. In addition, although this type
of model 'resides' on the very low level of the EM's abstraction hierarchy, it can be used directly by path planning
and navigation modules, and object recognition and manipulation modules as well.
Herman and Kanade [10] reconstruct 3D scenes from a sequence of images where 3D wire frame descriptions
help to construct surface based models. Chien and Aggarwal [6],Srivastava and Ahuja [25], and Potmesil [22]
construct 3 dimensional object models from silhouettes from different views. Elfes [8], and Moravec [19] construct
a 2 dimensional map of an environment using sonar readings and a Bayesian probabflistic approach to combine
information from various sensor positions. Jain et al [11] use sparse range data provided by any stereo or other
depth recovery technique and some worst-case assumption to construct a 3D model. All these techniques rely on
relatively 'poor' data (external boundaries of objects, ultrasonic readings or sparse range data) to construct 2D or
3D maps of environments or objects, and hence need a relatively large number of views to obtain reliable models
(relative to the complexity of the object or domain to be modeled), and usually require either some worst-case
analysis or probabilistic analysis.
In the last few years range sensing technology has come a long way; faster, more accurate, and more reliable
systems are now available [4]. In view of the nature of the information in the range images it is considered as a
major source for 3-D model generation. As opposed to the methods described above, we consider a dense range
sensor as the source of 'rich' information for our technique. In the work by Goldstein et al [9], dense range data
was also used as a source for updating a world model, however, they were using a Combinatorial Geometry (CG)
model (also known as Constructive Solid Geometry CSG) for describing objects in a scene, in particular they were
using spheres as their initial building blocks. In our system we partition the space into a 3D matrix of cubic
voxels, which imposes a different implementation and possible use. We introduce hexe an algorithm that uses dense
range data from multiple viewpoints in an environment to refine a 3-D volumetric model of that environment. The
locations and orientations of the sensor which are used for the updating process will be determined using reasoning,
however, here the emphasis is on information assimilation. Our model is intended for autonomous robot navigation
and tele-perception, and each voxel may have one of three attributes: Void, Full, or Unknown. The third attribute
Unknown represents the voxels in space of which no information is known, and it can help guide an exploring
module to locate a next good position for observation.
At the present we assume a static environment and the work described here follows this assumption, however,
we intend to be able to relax this assumption and cope with dynamic environments using conflicting information
between expected scene and a viewed scene. Such comparisons between expected and viewed scene may be also
used to estimate the real position of the sensor.
1.1 Organization of the article
The following sections describe the method and some experimental results with simulated data. Section 2 describes
the modeling scheme and the method to create and update the model. In this section a general review on World
and Environment Models is introduced as well. In section 3 experimental results are described. These experiments
include a generation of an environment volumetric model from several viewpoints, and a comparison with results
obtained using noisy data and location uncertainty. In section 4 an evaluation of the results is provided followed by
some conclusive remarks regarding the method's performance in different conditions. Section 5 describes possible
extensions and directions for future work, and Section 6 provides a brief conclusion.
2 The Model and the Method
2.1 The model
We concentrate here on the lower abstraction levels of the EM, to demonstrate the use of sensory data to initiate a
model. The model is a 3D volumetric grid of cubic voxels. The voxels are assigned three possible values : VOID
- for empty voxels, FULL - for occupied voxels, and UNKNOWN for voxels for which no meaningful information
has been obtained yet.
Other researchers such as [20] use different attributes in their grids and it might be claimed that the notion of
Unknown may be captured by using uncertainties. We claim, however, that these notions are distinct and each
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has its own im_ in such models. These claims resemble claims of the Shafer-Dempster formalism [24]
where Belief Functions are introduced to represent the "strength of the evidence" that specifically favors some
proposition, in contrast to the Bayesian approach in which a unit of probability must be apportioned between the
possible propositions.
Uncertainty provides information about the degree of confidence assigned to a certain piece of information about
a voxel. The attribute Unknown, on the other hand, declares that there is no previous information available about
a voxel. This attribute may be the key to a decision module searching for the next position f_ the sensor so as to
captme as much as possible new or required information from a domain.
As opposed to [8],[19],[20] in our model we avoided assigning certainty levels to the attribute.s for the following
reasons: 1. Range data produced by a dense range sensor is used, as opposed to ultrasonic sensors which usually
have a 'wide' opening angle and impose more uncertainty on the location of the actual obstacles. 2. Dense range
data is used which, as opposed to various stereo and depth recovery techniques from grey level images, provides a
range reading for all the pixels in the image, and hence there are no 'spatial gavs' of depth information. 3. The
updating technique is based on intersection with the previous model which speeds the operation as the model is
being constructed; working with certainty levels would force us to scan the whole grid for every updating step. 4.
This method _eats the uncertainties and errors within itself, and provides a simple model, free of uncertainties, for
use by other modules. However, we do not argue against using uncertainties, but merely point out to the fact that
for the specific engineering task presented a model without uncertainty is sufficient.
2.2 Updating the Model
The model is initially entirely UNKNOWN. The position and orientation of the robot with respect to some general
frame are assumed to be known for each view, however, some location uncertainty can be tolerated.
The operations performed include various transformations from a fixed Cartesian, coordinate system to a trans-
lated and rotated coordinate system, representing the sensor coordinate system. These transformations are used to
determine the location of a point given in the global coordinate system in the sensor coordinate and vice-versa.
Another required transformation is between the sensor Cartesian coordinate system and a sensor spherical coordinate
system which represents the actual range image of the sensor.
A global Cartesian coordinate frame was defined as z, It, and z, where zz is the horizontal plane and It is the
vertical axis (see figure 1).
The location of the sensor is defined as the coordinate point (z0,z0,It0) in this global coordinate frame. The
orientation of the sensor is specified in a sensor centered coordinate frame where z' is the viewing direction and It'
is the vertical axis of the sensor's image plane, z' is defined so as to have a right-handed coordinate system (see
figure 1).
The first transformation is between the global coordinate frame and the sensor centered Cartesian coordinate
frame:
_' = tl(_ - _:o)+ ml(v - Ito)+ m(z - z0)It' = t2(_ - x0)+ m2(v- It0)+ n2(z - z0)
z' = tl(x - xo)+ m,(it - vo)+ nx(z - zo)
and the inverse transformation:
z = llz' + 12y' + lsz' + Zo
m tIt=rnlz I+ 2it +maz'+ito
n tz= 711 xt+ 2it +n3 zt+z0
Where /1,ml,nx; 12,m2,n2; /3,rna, n3; are the direction cosines of the xt,itt,z _ axes relative to the x, it, z axes
respectively, and (x0, Vo, zo) is the linear translation of the center of the coordinate system.
However, it is desirable to specify the transformations in terms of the pan, tilt, and swing angles, so that the
transformation can be specified in terms of the orientation parameters explicitly available for the sensor.
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Here arc the direction cosine, specified in terms of the pan, tilt, and swing angles where a =pan,/3 =tilt, and
7 =swing:
it = cos_cos7 - sin _sin/_sin 7
12 = -(cos a sin 7 + sin a sin/3 cos 7)
/3 = sin _cos/_
ml = cosflsin7
rn2 = cos_cos_,
ma = sin/3
nl = -(sinc_ cos 7 + cos _ sin/3sin 7)
n2 = sin _sins 7 - cos _ sin B cos 7
n3 -" CO8Q_CO8]_
In addition the following known transformation between the sensor centered Cartesian coordinate system to a
spherical coordinate system, in which the sensor is actually defined, is used:
{ x'=rsinOcos_ { r=_/(z')2+(Id)2+(z') '
y' = rsin0sin _b 0 = cos-l(_)
1
z' = rco.O = sin-
where 0 is the 'opening" angle, and _bis the 'rotation' angle.
The Updating Algorithm can be described in words as following
1. Only voxels which arc within the scope of the sensor arc checked. By 'in the scope of the sensor' we mean
both the 'angular' scope, i.e. being inside the cone in front of the sensor, and the 'distance' scope, i.e. being
within the maximum range of the sensor.
2. Only voxcls which arc not yet VOID arc checked (this implies an intersection with previous models).
3. For each of the vox¢ls which arc actually checked all of the 8 vertices arc checked and compared to the
actual pixel in the range image which points to their position in space.
4. If the maximum distance to any of the 8 vertices is smaller than the minimum range pointed by any of the
range pixels, then that voxel is VOID.
5. If the 'range' of the vertices' distances intersects with the 'range' of the range pixels, and the difference
between the maximum and the minimum range pixels is within a certain threshold, then a voxel is FULL.
6. Else it is unchanged.
This method has a few attributes worth mentioning. In step 3, the fact that 8 vertices are being checked has an
inherent smoothing effect on the result. In most cases not all vertices will fall within the same range pixel (This
depends on the size of the voxels and the resolution of the range image and can be guarante_ by controlling the
size of the voxels), and hence noisy images to a certain extent will not have a strong impact on the result. In
step 4, a certain threshold margin may be added to the above requirement in cases where there is some location
uncertainty and its extent is known. This margin represents the worst case error which might result from such a
location uncertainty. The threshold of Step 5 is inlIoduced to avoid assigning FULL values to voxels which lie on
or near sharp range discontinuities. This threshold is not critical since these voxels are not going to be assigned a
VOID value, however it helps define the UNKNOWN regions in space and avoids assigning FULL values to the
wrong voxels. Another quality of this method is that it is fully parallelizable in a straight forward manner.
3 Experimental Results
The experiments were performed with a 3D volumetric model of dimensions 64X64X16 voxels. However, there is
no inherent restriction on the dimensions in the method.
To perform the experiments a synthetic domain was created (see figure 2) which is represented in a similar grid
as the model is, with the atlributes FULL and VOID only assigned to its voxels.
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A rangesensorwhichproducescircularangeimages(seefigure 3) was simulated. In the provided range
images darker pixels represent closer range, and lighter color pixels represent further range. This range sensor
has an opening cone of 60 spatial degrees (30 deg rotated around a symmetry axis). The sensor was described in
spherical co_xdinates and the pixels were located by the 'opening' angle (distance from the center line of view)
and the 'rotation' angle. This simulated sensor exhibited a resolution of 128X64 pixels, 128 on the rotation angle
and 64 on the opening angle. The pixels values were integers between 0-128. Such a description of 'sensor' is not
a common description for range sensors which usually define the parameters as elevation angle and azimuth angle
[4]. However, the difference between the descriptions is only in the orientation of the spherical system (Z axis
pointing to the viewing direction in the described sensor, as opposed to the Z axis being vertical to the viewing
position). This type of description was chosen to produce higher resolution pixels in the center of an image and
lower resolution at the image boundaries, and to produce a symmetric image form around its center line of view..
Nevertheless, the 'type' of range sensor (referring to the coordinate system in which the sensor is described) does not
affect our method, but would merely require another Wansformation between the Cartesian coordinate system and
the alternative spherical coordinate system. The sensor was 'positioned' in 12 different positions and orientations
in the environment and the range images for these views were obtained (see table 1). The position is specified as
No. of View z z y
1 56 6 10
2 56 6 10
3 56 6 10
4 56 24 10
5 56 52 10
6 56 52 10
7 36 46 10
8 20 60 tO
9 18 60 10
10 16 16 10
11 5 28 I0
12 8 8 10
pan (deg) tilt (de8) swing (deg)
180
125
100
180
100-
170
235
-20
-30
90
-85
60
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
o
0
0
0
0
0
o
o
0
o
0
o
Table 1: The positions and orientations of the sensor used in the experiments
a 3-tuple coordinate (x,y,z) relative to a fixed global coordinate frame, and the orientation is specified as a 3-tuple
(,pan, tilt, swing), where pan specifies the azimuth, tilt is the vertical direction where 0 deg is parallel to the ground,
and swing is a rotation angle around the center line of view (this degree of freedom is seldom used nevertheless
it is specified to have all the degrees of freedom available). The model which was initially UNKNOWN was then
updated using these range images.
Experiments were also performed with the same data with added noise and with some location uncertainty. The
noise that was added was a pseudo43anssian noise with a (which is specified in the results) as the square root of
the variance. When location uncertainty was added to the experiment, the same images were used but the algorithm
used wrong position information. This position was produced by a pseudo-uniform random generator on the range
0-radius (The diameter is specified as a parameter in the results) from the actual position, and a pseudo-uniform
random generator for the angle from the actual position on the range 0-2II.
To evaluate the results numerically three parameters were introduced: quality level, acquaintance level, and
error level. In the description of these parameters The 'EM' refers to the volumetric model that was generated
using the Updating algorithm, and 'The No. of voxels' referenced in the denominator of the following expressions
refers refers to the number of the (FULL or VOID) voxels in the real domain.
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No. of correct VOID vozels in the EM
quality level =
Total No. of VOID voxels
acquaintance level = 1 -
No. of UNKN EM vowels VOID in real domain
Total No. of VOID voxels
No. of wrong VOID voxels in the EM
error level =
Total No. of FULL voxeis
All these parameters are presented in percentile. The quality level represents the percentage of the free space
which was correctly found. For robot navigation and path planning this is an important aspect for evaluating
the method. Since the goal is to correctly identify the clear passages in a domain, the percentage of the VOID
voxeis that were found gives a quantitative estimate of the quality of the model. The acquaintance level is 100 -
(minus) the percentage of the UNKNOWN voxels which are actually VOID. This parameter represents the level of
acquaintance the robot-model has with the environment and helps to evaluate the performance with regard to the
number of views taken. The error level represents the percentage of wrong VOID voxels to total number of FULL
voxels. This parameter actually specifies the level of confidence we can assign to the model's accuracy. The two
parameters of quality and error combined are obviously the bottom line for evaluating the model.
The results for a lower resolution model were evaluated in the same manner too. The reason for this additional
evaluation is that the above parameters do not specify the distribution of the wrong or correct voxels in the model.
Moving to one lower level of resolution allows to evaluate the extent of the quality and of the errors in the model
with regard to navigation and path planning in an additional perspective.
As for the time it takes to generate the model, since we were interested more in competence issues than in
computational issues only rough run time measurements were performed, the results are still quite fast. The times
provided here are real computer run time and not CPU time. We ran it on an Apollo DN4000 workstation, and for
the first 3 views it took between 45-60 see. to update the model, and then the time for updating the model drops
down to 15-20 sec. for the last views. Considering the possibility of parallelism, since the algorithm is performed
serially on all of the voxels, the increase in speed will be bound by the extent of the parallel machine. This means
that any parallel machine can be used to its full potential with minor modifications to the algorithm.
4 Discussion
The results for added noise show that the method is not susceptible to noise. In full resolution up to noise levels
of normal standard deviation a = 3 an error level up to 1% only is produced. Furthermore, at the lower resolution
level the error level drops bellow 1% even for high noise levels of _ = 8. As the range image pixel values are
between 0-128, such noise levels are enormous. This resistivity to noise was expected due to the natural smoothing
which is performed implicitly (see table 2). As for location uncertainty, at full resolution only up to diameter = 3
produces acceptable errors. At the lower resolution up to diameter = 4 the error levels are still low, but then they
rise sharply, and the effect of the lower resolution we had on the noise does not appear here (see table 3). As
mentioned before, a threshold may be added to deal with location uncertainty. However, there will be a trade-off
between the quality level and the error level when adding this threshold.
5 Future Work
The overall performance of this method shows a lot of promise for producing an adequate volumetric model of an
environment as exhibited in the results presented here. We intend to pursue this research in the following directions:
• Investigate this method with real data. This will involve both adapting the transformations to the geometry of
a specific real range sensor, and also collecting the actual data in a controlled environment where the results
can be properly evaluated.
• Investigate additional methods for dealing with location uncertainty. We think that an adaptive technique
which changes its mode of operation according to the level of acquaintance with the environment may
provide the desirable results.
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• Investigating possible optimizations of the actual algorithm. The algorithm which was used to generate the
results presented here was written with the intent to check its competence for the task of updating a volumetric
model. We would like to investigate it from computational aspects too.
• Investigate algorithms and methods for guiding an autonomous agent carrying the range sensor to a potentially
informative new position and orientation. The idea is to use the UNKNOWN voxeis as indicators for parts
of the space which should still be explored.
• Investigate dynamic domains. This must involve additional higher level information such as attributes for
static voxels, potentially mobile voxeis, and actively moving voxels.
6 Conclusion
We presented here a method for generating, refining and updating a volumetric Environment Model of a domain
using dense range data. Such a method may be used by an autonomous intelligent system for navigation and path
planning, as well as for object recognition and manipulation, or for transferring spatial information from a remote
sensing agent to its operator. Performance measures for the algorithm were defined, and quantitative results with
noisy data and positional uncertainty were provided. Both the quality of the results, the stability of the method
under noisy conditions, the relative speed of computation, and the real 3D quality of the information acquired,
demonstrate the potential of the method for autonomous intelligent systems.
Though at the present we are assuming a static environment, we intend to be able to cope with dynamic environments
using conflicting information between expected scene and viewed scene. Such comparisons between expected and
actually viewed scene may be also used to estimate the real position of a sensor under location uncertainty conditions.
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Figure 2: The synthetic domain
Quality level % Acquaintance level % Error level %
99.9
99.9
99.9
99.9
99.9
99.9
99.8
99.5
98.9
0
0
0.07
0
0
0.07
0.13
0.13
0.53
Table 2: The effect of noisy range images on the model at a lower resolution
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Figure 3: The synthetic range image from the first position
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Figure 4: The model after 12 views
diameter of uncertainty Quality level % Acquaintance level % Error level %
94.7
95.1
96.8
97.6
96.8
95.7
97.2
97.4
95.3
99.9
99.9
100.0
99.9
99.9
99.8
99.9
99.7
98.8
0
0
0
0.20
0.86
5.32
7.98
9.51
10.24
Table 3: The effect of location uncertainty on the model at a lower resolution
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